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Upcoming Advocacy Events  
 

DISABILITY AWARENESS DAY 
February 28, 2018 

 
AGENDA 

 
7:45 to 9:30 Coffee and a pastry in the cafeteria -Tell a legislator all about DAD! 
 8:00 to 9:00       Register outside of Room 10. 
9:00 to 9:45        Room 11: Welcome. Gather for opening remarks by Lt. Governor David Zuckerman and 
staff members of Vermont’s congressional delegation. 
10:00 to 10:30   Room 11: Workshop, “The Human Cost of Cuts.” Susan Aranoff of the Vermont 
Developmental Disabilities Council on the impact of budget decreases on social determinants of health 
10:30 to 11:00   Room 11: Workshop, “Bringing Down the House 
and the Senate, Too: How to Talk to Your Legislator.” Join Green Mountain Self-Advocates and practice 
how to pivot and get your message across when advocating with legislators. 
11:00 to 11:30   Room 10: Workshop, “Prescription Prices: A Patient’s Perspective.” The MS Society will 
present a workshop on prescription drug pricing and gaps they see in state law. 
11:30 to 12:00   Room 11: Workshop, “Mental Health Policy Update.” Join Ed Paquin of Disability Rights 
Vermont and Jack McCullough, executive director of Vermont Legal Aid’s Mental Health Law Project. 
12:00 to 1:00     Lunch. Complimentary pizza  will be served in Room 10!  
1:00                     Disability Awareness Day will be announced on the House floor. take a bow. 
2:00      Press conference in the Cedar Creek Room.  
2:30 to 3:00       Room 10: “You CAN Get There From Here.” Join Ross MacDonald of the Vermont Agency 
of Transportation and Peter Johnke of the Vermont Center for Independent Living to learn how personal 
mobility options can improve thorough expanded online trip planning. 
3:00 to 4:00       Room 11: Come cheer on graduates of the 2018      Vermont Leadership Series! 
4:00 to 4:30       Cafeteria: Reception. Enjoy appetizers and   mingle with legislators and peers. A string 
and wind ensemble from the Me2/Orchestra will perform till 4:30 p.m. 
4:30 to 6:00        Governor Phil Scott will say hello, followed by a keynote by Caroline Whiddon and a 
panel featuring graduates of the Vermont Leadership Series and moderator Deborah Lisi-Baker 
 
Throughout the day, DAD attendees will be testifying on a number of important issues before various  
House and Senate committees 
 
 

 
 



Legislative Action 
 
House Health Care Committee Takes a Deep Dive on Mental Health Funding 
Throughout the week of February 21st, the House Committee on Health Care took extensive testimony 
and had in-depth discussions on the Department of Mental Health budget and funding for the 
Designated and Specialized Service Agencies (DA/SSAs) that make up the community mental health 
system. On Friday afternoon the Committee voted 10-0 with 1 member absent in favor of 
recommending to the House Appropriations Committee funding for Stage 2 of the Workforce 
investment. They will finalize their memorandum with their funding recommendations to the 
Appropriations Committee early this week. Additionally, they discussed the Administration’s proposals 
for: developing a forensic hospital unit; expanding the scope of the secure residential facility and the 
crisis outreach initiatives. Here are the details…. 
  
Commissioner of Mental Health Melissa Bailey Highlights the Changes in the DMH Budget Request 
Commissioner of Mental Health Melissa Baily briefly highlighted the Ups in the FY 2019 budget request: 

 Replacement funds for HUD facilities loosing federal funding 405,000 

 Children’s residential – private non-medical institution (PNMI) rate increase $86,000 and 
$99,000 for extraordinary expenses 

 Room and Board Change in global commitment (GC) requirements to convert GC to general fund 
(GF) only over several years 

 Street Outreach Workers/expansion of mobile crisis and community outreach in 4 regions, 
begun in Chittenden County in Budget Adjustment Act. There funds may be applied flexibly in 
each region to reduce emergency department (ED) utilization.   
 

Committee Chair Representative Lippert asked about the development of the forensic unit and the 
expansion of the secure residential.  Melissa said if she could she would invest in prevention, early 
intervention and family work to address ACES. However, they are in a crisis of people backing up in EDs 
and lack of access to inpatient beds.  Some of this involved people who are court-ordered for mental 
health evaluation to determine sanity and competency to stand trial.   
 
Representative Lippert asked about who is going to fill which beds and how having a DMH run Forensic 
unit inside of a DOC facility addresses need. Melissa reviewed the number of evaluations required over 
the last few years which is usually over 60 per year. In FY17, of the 66 forensic evaluations done, the 
majority needed inpatient care and their average length of inpatient stay was 55 days.  Plus 4 people 
who needed inpatient level of care were incarcerated. Representative Donahue noted that most of the 
charges were misdemeanors. The Commissioner pointed out that there could still be a risk of violence 
present, and all people who commit felonies are not violent.   
 
At VCPH 12 – 14 beds are filled with patients classified as forensic.  Data on forensic placements at 
Brattleboro Retreat and Rutland Regional Medical Center is not available. There was discussion about 
the challenge for hospitals to have with people with criminal involvement mixed into the general 
psychiatric care population.   
 
Representative Lippert asked about whether investing capital funds into a temporary forensic unit is the 
best use of funds. He questioned if we should invest the funds into a different part of the system. 
Melissa said there is no argument on building greater inpatient capacity today.  Planning and investing in 
the future is another question.  Representative Lippert said we can’t get the temporary unit up before 
2020.  Melissa said that’s one reason to build the outreach programs; further identify needs; and work 
with community partners. She explained that their planning is not linear, they are working on 



concurrent issues; shifting levers to address inpatient, ED, Secure Residential and street outreach.  Bill 
said this request should be in the context of the Stage 2 workforce investment. 
 
Melissa explained that people living in the secure residential facility (SRF) are all on orders of non-
hospitalization (ONH).  They don’t need inpatient level of care, but if they came through the criminal 
system, in some cases, the Courts can determine the need for a continued secure setting. 
 
Act 79 called for 8 more intensive residential beds than were built.  DMH has identified expanding 
secure residential care is a greater need. Currently there are 7 residents in the SRF with a consistent wait 
list of 1 – 5 people who are backed up in an inpatient unit.  Not all residents of the SRF fit into the 
forensic category.  Fox said the treatment at the Intensive Residential and SRF is the same, except for 
the 14 foot-high fence.  There is also a more likely history of elopement or a history of violent crime 
among the residents of the SRF. None of these programs can perform involuntary procedures.   
 
They discussed that if SRF could do involuntary care, more people waiting for discharge from inpatient 
care could leave. The therapeutic community rules are what set the limit.  Melissa said that changing the 
rules for the current SRF wouldn’t work effectively. Representative Lippert asked, if “upon the creation 
of the new facility can you work to achieve the new rule?”  Deputy Commissioner of DMH, Mourning 
Fox said this is not uncontroversial.  Lippert suggested pursuing such a rule change concurrently to 
building a new expanded SRF. 
 
Representative Gage asked if more people with mental health needs will be identified by the outreach 
workers. It was acknowledged that we will be identifying more people with needs, but Fox reiterated 
their focus on diverting ED utilization. Emma Harrigan of DMH believes that many people served in the 
pilots will be able to be diverted from the ED. 
 
George Karabakakis Represents Views of HCRS and Vermont Care Partners to House Health 
George Karabakakis, CEO of HCRS said the issue of funding community mental health services is an issue 
of parity.  He compared the issue to Rosa Parks and her protest to sit in the front of the bus.  He believes 
that community mental health deserves the same level of funding as physical health care. He thanked 
the Committee for their investment in crisis staff and workforce investment minimum wage to $14/hr.   
At HCRS turnover is trending downward.  He said his services are woven into the tapestry of the 
community safety net.  The greater the turnover in staff the greater the disruption in relationships that 
form the foundation of our work.  Staff often works 2 – 3 jobs to make ends meet and leave for jobs that 
pay $12,000 to $20,000 more annually.  The new collaborative NFI/HCRS program to divert children 
from inpatient care has had a delayed start-up, because they cannot attract clinical staff at the salaries 
available. CIS and other HCRS programs have had staff openings for over a year.  Low staff compensation 
prevents access to needed services 
 
George spoke about the HCRS crisis services that conducted 2,000 crisis screenings last year and were 
responsible for 454 diversions from ED and inpatient.  They also conduct training on mental health first 
aid.  The HCRS police social workers have served over 800 people. 
 
George said that Stage 2 of the workforce initiative is critical. We need to target the resources to the 
most critical positions. Given adequate resources we could turn the curve on health care. 18% of EDs 
patients are there due to mental health conditions.  Brattleboro Memorial Hospital had 13 people with 
MH needs in the ED in just one weekend. HCRS has been working with partners and are primed to move 
forward with the outreach initiative.  The idea is to identify high ED utilizers and use a collaborative 
integrated approach.  HCRS will provide case management and peer support.  They will develop a shared 
care plan.  The Police social work liaison and crisis screening would be combine.  A peer support 



specialist would do outreach and HCRS will have a clinician embedded in the ED.  Right now Brattleboro 
has just one police social worker, but they would like to add another one.  It’s a similar model to NCSS 
and WCMHS, plus HCRS would have a peer support worker and connection to a police social worker. 
George would like greater access to flexible housing vouchers as part of the project.   
 
Representative Lippert asked about the match.  George said the town tax base is very limited and United 
Way is stretched.  The hospital would like to see an APRN to prescribe and are open to some degree of 
funding.  George would like to see peer support and police social worker funded too.  They can look to 
foundation grants, but they need sustainable funding: it will be a challenge. 
 
ED Physician Dr. Mashkuri Adds Perspective 
Dr. Mashkuri, Medical Director of CVMC ED, said parity is a fair way to look at mental health.  The ED 
creates a safe haven for medical, mental health and substance use crisis. He spoke about a person who 
came in with psychosis and experiencing a crisis who is too sick to be served by the CVMC; she is left to 
board in the ED for 8 days without active treatment. Often the level 1 hospitals are full and cannot take 
people in psychiatric crisis.  CVMC now has a transitional portion of the facility that is safe and calming.  
The unit is windowless.   
 
There is clearly a capacity issue. The WCMHS emergency services team is already diverting 3 people for 
every one that shows up in the ED. When they see screeners they are more likely to have shorter stays 
and better discharge planning that reduces recidivism. He would like to see more support.  For instance, 
having substance use disorders specialist and care managers embedded in the ED.  
 
Representative Lippert said we increasingly need to think beyond having mental health as an add-on 
service.  The major health care providers should take a more comprehensive approach to health care. 
He plans to address this in policy and statute.  
 
Dr. Pierattini of UVMC speaks to the Demand for Inpatient and ED Care 
Dr. Pierattini, Chair of Psychiatry at UVMC, spoke by phone about the unprecedented demand for 
emergency services.  There has been a surge of suicidal and dangerous behavior.  He said they just don’t 
have enough inpatient capacity. Typically there are 8 – 10 people in the UVMC ED with mental health 
crisis.  Sometimes individuals are dangerous.  This doesn’t include people in general and surgical units 
who are awaiting transfer to the psychiatric unit.  After months of study Secretary Gobeille and 
Commissioner Bailey recommended 12 temporary forensic beds.  He urged the Committee to support 
the recommendation for these reasons: 

1. We have a worsening and urgent problem 
2. This is a timely response 
3. Expanding forensic will expand capacity – these patients have a longer stay and greater 

propensity for violence. It will free up beds so more patients who have shorter stays will receive 
the care they need 

 
Representative Lippert said that the House Corrections and Institutions Committee is raising concerns 
about the ability of the state to quickly renovate the correctional facility to develop a forensic unit. It 
may not be faster than other solutions to the bed crisis.  Dr. Pierattini said we need beds that can 
manage level 1, violent and forensic patients.  Any solution will require workforce development.   
 
Dr Mashkuri said there is clearly a paucity of needed beds. Stays in the ED can further compound crisis 
situations. People coming to EDs in psychiatric crisis have greater acuity, and are more destabilized than 
in the past. Representative Donahue asked about whether a stronger community mental health system 



would reduce the demand for ED and inpatient care?  Dr. Mashkuri said that “seems logical, but there 
are challenges in access, I don’t know if it’s that simple”.   
 
When asked about the latest research Dr. Pierattini said national studies are showing a modest increase 
in major depression and autism. Plus, co-morbidity of mental illness with drug use increases acuity.  
 
 
Wilda White of Vermont Psychiatric Survivors (VPS) Weighs In 
Wilda White, Executive Director of Vermont Psychiatric Survivors, provided feedback on the Department 
of Mental Health budget to the House Health Care Committee.  VPS is not in favor of the forensic facility, 
secure residential and outreach workers as presented by Commissioner Bailey.  Wilda spoke about the 
work done on Act 82 and said the DMH proposal was a surprise after all the analysis that was done. Her 
recollection is that these options, (eg street outreach), were not presented as solutions during the Act 
82 process. She thinks the outreach proposal is unclear and could result in greater demand when the 
system can’t meet the current demand. She went on to say that the Commissioner never checked with 
VPS or NAMI-VT if this is the right solution.  Wilda thinks that Vermonters are suffering from isolation.  
VPS recommends community centers and ways to bring people together, obtain employment, access 
peer supports, etc.   
 
Wilda questioned why we are pouring all the resources into the crisis bucket and not putting money into 
the therapists, housing vouchers, holding providers accountable, and prevention services to avoid crisis.  
Wilda said her analysis of the literature did not find a relationship between reducing mental illness and 
ED use. She spoke about the peer outreach worker in WCMHS who, for 3 months and $3,000, interacted 
with 337 individuals – connecting people to shelters and services and they only went to the ED twice.  
 
Wilda recommended these investments:   

 Data collection and analysis 

 Housing – not hospital beds and street outreach 

 Peer-run community centers with 2-bed attached peer respite 

 Best practices at DAs for Therapists 

 Public health campaign on alternatives to EDs 

 Stop telling people to return to EDs 

 Require training of ED personnel 

 Require documentation of admission refusals 

 Develop and enforce accountability measures for hospitals and DAs 
 
Wilda spoke about the reason people were in EDs who she interviewed: homelessness, lack of social 
supports.  Often the only result of the visit is medication. Many people go to the ED on a repeated basis. 
 
VPS doesn’t support expanded SRF or Forensic, because they want investments in upstream services. 
She believes that group homes dump people into the ED when they experience problems in the 
program.  People with criminal records also have challenges accessing housing.  Right now there are 
challenges with people coming up with the deposits necessary to obtain stable housing. She said the 
housing first model of Pathways is an effective approach.   
 
 
House Committee on Health Care Discussion 
Representative Donahue noted that future build out of institutions drains resources from the 
community. Last year we asked for a clear analysis and plan, Anne said, instead we got 3 poorly thought 



–out recommendations that were not part of the Act 82 discussions.  She believes in the need for an 
investment, but the Committee does not have the resources to formulate its own program.  We should 
invest in accountability language to evaluate the outreach pilots.   
 
Representative Copeland-Hansas said she understands the need in her community is for the DAs to get 
the salary bump with flexibility to use it where the resources are most needed for staff. Representative 
Dunn was also supportive of the Stage 2 investment.  Representative Briglin likes the discretionary 
orientation.  He does not see street outreach workers as a systemic response.    
 
Representative Lippert said he was struck by the parity issue; mental health gets the short end of the 
stick always.  Regardless of what we do, he said, we should make a statement about state policy and 
parity between mental health and physical health care.  State employees get raises every year.  DAs do 
the Sate’s work as local non-profits under local boards. If they didn’t exist Vermont would have to hire 
state employees to do it. Representative Donahue disagreed saying if the DAs didn’t exist their work 
would be part of the health system and the staff wouldn’t be state employees. 
 
Representative Lippert explained that when we closed the institution’s we made a promise to the 
families.  Looking back, he said, we should have had to require sufficient resources.  When we had 
Brandon the State took their responsibility to pay for it; the same with Vermont State Hospital. The 
State of Vermont asked the DAs to do the work.  He said that former secretary of human services 
Gretchen Morse believes that people need to be reminded of why we created the non-profit system. He 
agrees with Anne that the Hospitals should take the responsibility to cover the expenses in their 
emergency rooms.  
Representative Lippert sees the need to rearticulate our values.  He also agrees in investing more in peer 
services and housing.  
 
 
Morning Fox Deputy Commissioner of the Department of Mental Health 
Deputy Commissioner of Mental Health Mourning Fox spoke about the importance of mobile outreach 
and how it allows you to see people in their environment and to help them get though crisis without 
going to EDs.  Research shows if a person does show up in the ED they are more likely to go inpatient.  
Crisis outreach also reduces inpatient stays.  The new outreach resource could identify more people that 
need ED and inpatient care.  He particularly pointed out the work of Pathways in reaching the homeless 
population, but said they do not engage in emergency services work.  Fox has discussed the possibility 
with Pathways, but that is not their intent at this time.  He sees mobile outreach as an effective way to 
meet needs for housing and other supports. The proposed outreach programs are still a work-in-
progress for HCRS, WCMHS and RMH. When asked about the backup plan if matching funds from town 
don’t emerge, Fox said he doesn’t know if the funds could be used if no matching funds materialize.     
 
Fox agreed that we need partners.  Why don’t hospitals run capital campaigns to build psychiatric units? 
Peer work is a huge priority; he said that the Alyssum crisis bed is one of the best we have.   
 
Julie Tessler of Vermont Care Partners Makes Final Plea for Support for Stage 2 Workforce Investment 
Julie had the opportunity to reiterate the importance of mental health parity and the discuss the 
promise made when the state institutions closed.  She reminded the committee of the years of studies 
on the sustainability of the mental health system going back to 2004 which found the system grossly 
underfunded and in need of ongoing investment.  She reviewed that even though the stage 1 workforce 
investment was an important boost to lower-paid staff, the pay differential between state and DA/SSA 
employees, overall, actually grew because state employees received higher cost of living and step 
increases across the board.   



 
The Committee was given examples of different people served and the impact of staff vacancies and 
turnover on their mental health and developmental disability services. She emphasized the importance 
of well-trained and experienced staff who have the stability to form lasting therapeutic relationships and 
how services effectively enable youth and adults to thrive in school, employment and be productive 
active members of their communities. The end result of successful services is reductions in state 
spending on health care, corrections, and other costs. 
 
 
House Education Committee Passes Census Funding Bill 
The House Education Committee has passed the census funding bill and it is now in House 
Appropriations committee.  It allows supervisory unions who have been working with the District 
Management Group to be “early implementers” in using a census-funding approach and sets up a 
census-funding advisory group to develop a more detailed statewide plan.  It appears to shift the 
threshold for extraordinary cost reimbursement from $50,000 to $60,000 but increases the state’s 
reimbursement from 90 to 95% percent above that threshold.  The committee believes that this bill will 
change as it moves through the legislative process.  VCP had asked to be part of the advisory group, but 
are not included at this time. 
  
Meagan Roy from CVSD represented the Special Education Administrator’s Association in testimony this 
week, asking clarifying questions and noting that SUs would have to actually be able to crunch the hard 
numbers before deciding whether to be an “early implementer.”  
 
b)      Senate Education continues to take testimony on the S.229, which is the bill for independent 
school approval.  They expect to take additional testimony this Tuesday and possibly vote it out of 
committee.  
 
 
Excerpt from Vermont Independent School Association (VISA) 
Testimony on Special Ed in Independent Schools 
Independent school and public school community representatives testified Friday in the Senate Education Committee on S.229, 
a bill being drafted in the committee to permit school choice students on IEPs to receive special education services in all 
approved independent schools without the independent school first having to obtain special education approval or hire special 
education-licensed teachers. Resources, including qualified teachers, would have to be provided by the sending LEA. 
 
The bill is a consequence of the legislatively-mandated Study Committee that met from May through 
December last year. Though the committee did not issue a consensus report, Senate Education Committee chair Phil Baruth 
(D/P-Chittenden) has merged elements from several proposals into the bill text. The bill states “an approved independent 
school shall enroll any student requiring special education services who is placed in or referred to the approved independent 
school as an appropriate placement and least restrictive environment for the student by the local education agency.” Schools 
would bill the sending LEA for services provided, following the model now in place for schools approved to provide special 
education. In that model the Secretary of Education sets a maximum rate, but independent schools are guaranteed to receive 
at least as much as is paid to public schools. 
 
Michael Livingston of The Sharon Academy testified on the importance of attention to details of implementation of the special 
education requirement. Among the issues to be considered are whether a sufficient number of certified teachers are available, 
how legal responsibilities and supervisory authority are balanced when an LEA sends a teacher to an independent school, the 
importance of having uniform contract and billing protocols for independent schools providing services to students from 
multiple LEAs and a dispute resolution protocol. 
 
Nicole Mace of the Vermont School Board Association differed with the bill’s provision allowing enrollment without special 
education approval. She argued independent schools enrolling special education students must become special education-
approved, though she said perhaps a period of 12 to 18 months could elapse between an IEP student’s enrollment and the 
school’s approval.  

 



 

To take action or for more information, including the weekly committee schedules:  
•        Legislative home page: https://legislature.vermont.gov/   
•        Sergeant-at-Arms Office: (802) 828-2228 or (800) 322-5616  
•        State House fax (to reach any member): (802) 828-2424  
•        State House mailing address (to reach any member):                                            
 
Your Legislator                                      
State House                                      
115 State Street, Drawer 33                                      
Montpelier, VT  05633-5501  
 
•        Email, home address and phone: Legislators' email addresses and home contacts may be found on the 
Legislature home page at https://legislature.vermont.gov/    
•        Governor Phil Scott (802) 828-3333 or http://governor.vermont.gov/    
 
The purpose of the legislative update is to inform individuals who are interested in developmental, mental health 
and substance abuse services about legislative advocacy, policy development and activities that occur in the State 
Legislature. The Vermont Council is a non-profit trade association which works in partnership with Vermont Care 
Network to form Vermont Care Partners.  Together our mission is to provide statewide leadership for an 
integrated, high quality system of comprehensive services and supports.   Our membership consists of 16 
designated developmental and mental health agencies.   

https://legislature.vermont.gov/
https://legislature.vermont.gov/
http://governor.vermont.gov/

